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look forward to fresh updates and will
share this site with my Facebook group.
Chat soon! ----------------------------------- Fig.
\[f2\] shows the effects of an additional
surface emission of U and Th present in
the sample, assuming an initial U and Th
content of 1 and 1.7$\times$10$^{
-15}$, respectively. If 10% of U and 20%
of Th are produced in a surface emission,
the curves would be compatible with the
experimental data within the
experimental uncertainties and without
the need of an artificial global U and Th
excess. Our results show that there is no
need for any additional production in the
fuel, which is consistently less than
1.7$\times$10$^{ -15}$. If the Fe
contamination in the fuel is one order of
magnitude higher than the one reported
in this work, the estimated number of U
and Th produced at the surface is about
2$\times$10$^{ -16}$, which amounts to
an Fe contamination of
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$\sim$3$\times$10$^{ -17}$ in order to
explain the discrepancy between the
experimental results and the measured
global quantities (the total contamination
is always a factor of at least 4 lower than
the global quantities). ![
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a unique photo.
playerContainer.innerHTML = ''+ ''+ '';

for(var i = 0; i '+ '' What I'm trying to do
is create each div playerContainer from

the for loop. Right now it only renders the
last playerContainer. I need to append

each div created in that way to
playerContainer. A: Each time you create

a new div element, there will be one
playerContainer that's equal 6d1f23a050
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